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The 2016 long-distance triathlon season has been an amazing year with world records, great
performances and emotional highlights. "TriRating 2016 Athletes of the Year" takes a closer look
at the fascinating stories behind eight athletes that shaped this year's races: Daniela Ryf, Jan
Frodeno, Kaisa Lehtonen, Patrick Lange, Meredith Kessler, Diana Riesler, Asa Lundstroem and
Boris Stein.The perfect book to get some extra motivation for the upcoming season!
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PrefaceI’m writing these lines in January 2017 - it’s time to look back at the 2016 season of long-
distance racing, an amazing year of world-records, great performances and emotional
rollercoasters. I want to highlight a couple of pros as "Athletes of the Year".Here are the
categories covered in this eBook:Overall Athlete of the Year: The male and female Athlete of the
Year dominated long-distance races or delivered the most impressive results and performances.
Of course, the Kona winners will usually be strong candidates for this category.Rookie of the
Year: This category is for male and female athletes that are new to professional long-distance
racing but have already performed well.Bookend Award: for an athlete with a great start and end
of the season, but some struggles in between.Persistence Award: for an athlete that has
overcome some hurdles during their season in order to close the year with a great result.Steady
Progress Award: This category looks at male and female Pros that show slow but steady
progress, often without getting the recognition they deserve.The "Year" that the awards are for is
a bit loosely defined, it includes the last part of the previous year, so for example an athlete
doing his or her first Ironman in fall 2015 is still eligible for “Rookie of the Year” for 2016.

Chapter 1Daniela RyfFemale Athlete of the YearIn 2015, Daniela had an amazing year – being
unbeaten in all her starts, winning Ironman Hawaii, the 70.3 Championships and also the Million-
Dollar Triple Crown. While 2016 can't quite match the prize money she earned, her
performances were probably even better.* * *After winning 70.3 Dubai in January, she basically
shut triathlon down for a bit, focusing on her university courses instead. When she returned to
racing at 70.3 Switzerland, she was already back to winning form. Her validation race at IM
Frankfurt turned into a DNF because of hypothermia after a non-wetsuit swim in cold
temperatures and led her to change her racing plans. She decided to tackle Challenge Roth two
weeks later, quite unsure of what she’d be able to do. She was under Chrissie Wellington’s
record pace for most of the day, her astounding 8:22 finish was the fastest time in five years. This
included a 4:31 bike leg (the fastest ever) and also Daniela’s first sub-3 marathon. She still had
to validate her Kona slot with an Ironman finish, and she did that in Zürich just one week later,
finishing once again in sub-9 and setting a new record for the shortest time between two IM-



distance wins.



#Rakete, “Absolut great analysis.. Very detailed race and athlete discussions and great
pictures.Worth a read!Lot's of data presented in an easy to read way.”

The book by Thorsten Radde has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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